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imultaneou ly with this monograph The
Hispanic ociety of America publishes the
Cancionero de Baena in facsimile.
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FOREWORD
A1llovers of Old Spanish poetry will feel
deeply indebted to the President of The
Hispanic Society of America for placing at
their disposal, in the portfolio before us a
superb facsimile reproduction of the celebrated Cancionero de Baena.
As is well known this official collection of
the poetic court of John the Second of
Castile has hitherto been accessible only in
the unique manuscript preserved in the
National Library of Paris and in the editions of Ochoa (Madrid 1851) and 1ichel
(Leipzig, 1860). Even if this finely illuminated manuscript, as some assume is
not the original one, intended for the King
himself, but rather an immediate transcript
of it, it is nevertheless, both for its splendid
workmanship and the wealth of its lore, one
of the most valuable monuments of Spanish
art and letters in the Middle Ages.
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Considering the many vicissitudes of
fortune which this manuscript has suffered,
it is remarkably well preserved. It consists
of 202 folios. The last ten of these are
appropriately assigned to a complete copy
of the rhymed Proverbios de gloriosa dotrina
e fruct:wsa enseiiallt;a composed by the
Il\farquis of Santillana for the Infante Don
Henrique Cb. January 5th, 1425) the successor of John the Second on the throne of
Castile. Of the 192 leaves containing the
Callcionero itself only six appear to be lost,
and one (162) is mutilated. Five of the
missing ones are 6, 7 37 44 168 and the
sixth is in all probability 144, as Michel
assumed (H P.117).
Here as elsewhere in the manuscript, the
uncertainty arises from the irregularity
with which the leaves are numbered.
nfortunately, Baena's index of authors on
vOf3 embraces only seventeen names, and
the space intended for the numbers of the
folios is left vacant. Baena omits from his
index important personages like Pero
L6pez de yala while he includes the more
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or less legendary Ma9ias and the amiable
Gon9alo Rodriguez better known as
Argediano de Toro.
Mter the folio numbered 141 there is one
without number followed by two numbered
142, 143· Mter these we find two numbered
145 146 with omission of 144. At the end
of the folio numbered 143 we have a
requesta of one stanza by Juan Alfonso de
Baena no. 417 of the Madrid edition
("Pues que la flor de toda Castylla '. In
1.3 read: esta derrama[ndo]). This piece is
followed by the finida (' Por ende senores,
por esto porfyo") which stands at the head
of the folio numbered 145. Both in its subject-matter and in its rhyme-scheme (-on
instead of -iUa) this finida is at variance
with the preceding stanza and must consequentlYhave belonged to a different comj
position occupying with others a preceding
folio which should have borne the number
143. The sequence would thus have been
141 142 (containing on its verso no. 417),
143 (containing some 136 erses now lost),
144 (containing thefinida in question etc.),
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145 etc. Ochoa, whose indication of the
folios is usually very accurate, in the present
case mistook 145 for 144. As for f132,
about which Michel (I1, p. 74) also was in
doubt, the continuity of the text shows that
it was not lost, but simply misnumbered.
The disturbance here begins withf129, the
verso of which is blank and is followed by a
folio numbered 130 instead of 131. The
next folio, numbered 131 instead of 132,
has a blank verso with the exception of
three lines at the top, and is followed by
another unnumbered folio.
Apart from the occasional lack of one or
two verses as on v0176, no. 236 ("En un
pleito que es pendiente") or VOfII4, no. 326
( cA ffray Lope, pues derecho"), we find the
following more important lacunre due
either to the copyist or to the compiler's
inability to secure perfect transcripts of the
originals concerned:
(1) VOf5 no. 6. Owing to the loss of the
two next folios, this poem lacks the last
two stanzas contained in the version preserved on v0178 of the Cancionero X 2 of the
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Royal Library of Madrid and printed on
p. 644 of the adrid edition. In the version
of our collection, the refrain of the fourth
stanza comes after the second. In this connection' attention may be called to the
fact that in another cancionero of the Royal
Library ( 1ussafia's Xl) there are six compositions of Villasandino (j144 156-158),
five of which, not being in Baena's compilation, are printed in ote III of our two
editions. The sixth (vOf1S8) is the same as
no. 33 of our Cancionero. In the still
unedited Cancionero de San Roman (R.
Acad. de la Historia), Villasandino is
credited with three compositions:
(i) VOf419 "Que se fizo 10 pasado'
(Xl, fr44);
(ii) F 424 Pues que fortuna sus rayos inRama' attributed by Baena (no. 277) to
Feman lanuel de Lando;
(iii) l Of444 ' Dezir contra Fernan
Manuel: Senor Alvaro [de] Luna ,corresponding to no. 2s6.
(2) F18, no. 39. The poem to which the
lfinida standing under this piece properly
belongs is lost.
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(3) F2 no. 74. All but the epigraph and
three lines of this decir is lost.
(4) F38 no. 107. Owing to the loss of
f3 7 the finida of no. 1°7 is lost with the exception of its title and the word ganaste.
We also miss the first few lines of no. 10 .
(5) F44, between nos. 137 and 138 is
lost including the first part of 138.
(6) FI30 no. 353. This poem is a "requesta contra el mundo e sus tunbos .
As its subject el 11lundo, is referred to by
pronouns in every stanza but not designated by name we must assume the loss of
an initial stanza in which it was so introjduced.
(7) FI3 no. 390a. 1he stanzas announced at the end of the first octava:
Y 0 presento mi rrespuesta en la manera
syguiente are missing.
( ) FI41 no. 398. The decir of AI ar
Ruyz de Toro which is referred to in the
epigraph of this piece seems to be lacking.
What follows under no. 398 is a compo ition
written by Juan AIfonso de Baena as 2reply to it.
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(9) FI43 no. 42 I. With the exception of
its epigraph this composition, containing
the King s decision in a poetic debate, is
lost.
(10) VOfI56 no. 470 "Pues la pas sse
gertefica". The last three lines of the
finida of this poem by Juan de 1ena are
lost. This is indicated not only by the dots
placed in the manuscript tmder the fifth
line, but by the fact that the last rhyme of
the preceding stanza (-isso) has no correspondence in the finida. In ichel's edition the fifth line of the finida is omitted.
The version of this composition preserved in
the Cancionero de San Roman f222 (see the
index in Amador de los Rios Historia VI,
p. 539) may contain the missing part of the
ljinida. The next entry in that collection.
~223 "respuesta de Fernan
lanuel de
Lando a Juan de 1ena is not in the
Canciollero de Baena and can hardly be
correct as lena s poem concerns political
events of the year 1449, and the poet was
only three years of age in 1414 when Ferrant 1\ lanuel in verses addressed to the
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Infanta Dona Leonor (no. 68) referred to
himself as a1u;iano and en'IJege~ido.
(I I) FI62 a no. 499. The last twentythree lines of this poem and the firs
twenty-three (or two stanzas and a half) of
no. 502 (0 of162 b) are cut out.
(12) FI 9 no. 569. Of this poem by
Fernan Perez de Guzman only the epigraph
and four lines are preserved.
0 complete
text of it is known to the present v.rriter.
(13)
o. 37 (VOfI6) 93 (v0133) 9
(°133) and 107 (0°136) have 10 t their
nidas.
(14) F1S6. no. 470. The qua rain Pues
que fustes la primera differs both in its
metrical form and in its thought from the
poem
ive leda si podras of Juan
Rodriguez del Padr6n, under which it
tands and is therefore not related to it as
was pointed out some years ago by A.
~ fussafia Per la bibliografia dei Canciolleros
spaglluoli Tienna 1900 p. 22-23). There
is no evidence, howe er that it is a fragment of a poem forming originall • part of
the CallCi01lCro de Ba lla. In the Can-
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eionero de tUfiiga p. I 5 (ef. also the Paris
collections R44 H55) this quatrain is the
subject of a glosa by Capata.
(15) FI 7· Here we mi the religiou
poem to which no. 560 forms the desJeclza.
(16) VOJII4 no. 325 has only three
stanzas in reply to the tw nty-nine of no.
324. While this disparity may be due to
the compiler s lack of a complete copy of
the original the fact that neither this r ply
nor the one of no. 326 reproduces the rhymesystem of the challenging poem renders it
more likely that in the present case we
ha e instances of the infraction of the rule
that pregzmias and requcsias must be
Ianswered in the same metrical form por
los eonsollallies. That this convention was
not invariably observed may be seen from
nos. 117 11 235 24 6 303 330 34 1 47
481 495 51 520. In some cases Baena
WhO not infrequently assumes the part of
the literary critic of his confreres ne erItheless accepts a compo ition having this
Idefect and declares it well done (nos. 32 .
. que non
520 522 non embargante .
va guardada el arte de trobar ).
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In many instances we may look in vain
for replies to preglmtas or requestas; they are
missing for example to nos. 132-1341
(adi inanzas) 255 259 26 279 280 2 3
33 2 49
50
549 550. Preglmlas are
wanting to no ·347 495 500 .

The serious theological questions reaarding free will and predestination which
Fernan Sanchez Talavera propounds in
no. 517 to such men as Pero L6pez de
yala were honoured by no less than seven
answers (nos. 518-524) and the decir in
hich Fernan Pcrez de Guzman exalts his
lady-love above all others (no. 573 /191)
as met b three (nos. 574-576) in this
case with car fu1 observance of the arle d
trobor.

In the epigraph to no. 494 (/160), asco
IL6pez
(rather Pirez) de Cam5es the greatgrandfather of Luis de Cam5es is erroneously represented as receiving, instead of
offering a respuesla to the learned heologian Fray Diego de "\ alencia.
Baena s previously mentioned index or
, tabla de 10s desidores ' registers the ' de-
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sires generales' and "desires de los reyes del
dicho Juan Alfonso de Baena". If by "desires de 10 reyes we are to understand
more dignified compositions than the
peti~iones addressed to King John the
cond only one such desir' has found a
place in the final redaction of our Callcio1lero.
Thi is no. 37 ( °jI6) written in 1406 on the
death of Henry the Third. The only other
poem of this class known (' lto rey muy
soberano") is preserved in Canciollero X 2 of
the Royal Lihrary at 1adrid vOj131 ff. of
Part II and consists of 204 stanzas and a
nida. In it Baena seeks a remedy for the
disastrous political dissen ions of Castile.
The first six tanzas are printed in note II
of Ochoa's and fichel s editions and the
entire poem is copie in Ienendez y
Pelayo s An/ologla II P.215-262. Another
copy is contained in the Cancionero de San
Roman jl-44. In his index of that collection p. 522 Amador de los Rios cites two
composi ions of Baena s instead of one
presumably because he took the couplet
Para el rey tan ex~elente Pertene~e tal
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presente' , which forms part of the epigraph
in X 2 , to be the beginning of a separate
piece.
Of the twenty-five or more compositions
which our two editors register as anonymous
-Ochoa cites thirty-eight cases in the list
of first lines and twenty-eight in that of
authors-all but three may with fair
probability if not always with entire
certainty, be identified by internal evidence.
os. 53, 54, 56, 68-70, 78, 79 100
153 159, 166, 199 217 unquestionably belong to illasandino as does proba bly also
no. 285 192. This is a T(';spuesta \vithout
metrical correspondence to no. 2 4 a
piece in which Ferrant anuel de Lando
though not an adept of the Galician and
Proven~al schools indulges in the rhymeartifice known as ma1lzobre (Portug. mordobre) corresponding to the Tims derivatius
of the Proven98-ls. 0.229 173, a poem on
the birth of John the Second (October 2nd
1405' cj. nos. 226-228 230) both by its
subject matter and its style favours the
conjectuT that it came from the pen of
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Villasandino.
os. 231 237 240-242 may
be assigned to Francisco Imperial whose
name would doubtless have appeared in
the epigraphs for which space seems provided onh8. o. 266 1)0j is tmdoubtedly
ddressed by Baena himself to Ferrant
lanuel de Lando with horn we find him
engaged in debate in the preceding and
following pieces.
o. 271 1)0j 9 is by
Ferrant lanuel as appears from the
epigraph placed in this case below instead of
above the composition.
o. 340, ~Iof123,
a characteristic decir against the vanity of
this world is by Juan fa inez de Burgos,
to whom it is ascri ed by his son in fondejar s f emorias de Alfolls0 1 III pendice I
p. CXXX\ ( here it is said to consist of
twenty-six anzas and a fillida of four I
lines).
There remain four poems whose authorship is doubtful.
o. 31a fl4 a composition whose initial erse is Quien de lynda
e enamora' and which consists of five
stanzas with est,ibillo contiguous in Ochoa s
edition as in the manuscript with o. 30
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( Lynda syn compara9ion '), is in all probability by \ illasandino as it stands in the
midst of his work.
o. 340 a ( Los quales
usades d 1 arte gayosa ) a pregullla on the
arie de irobar and other queries of contemporary interest is addressed by some
trobador perhaps Baena to his fellows. F.
"W olf ( tudi 1l p. 2II) attributed this piece
to Juan 1artinez de Burgos the author of
the preceding decir (no. 340). To this he
was doubtless led by the fact that in
Ochoa's edition the only one then accessible the ord.ffin standing in the manuscript on the margin against the t entyeighth stanza of the decir, and the tenn
pregzuzta following theffill in smaller script
are omitt d so that the two compo itions
appear as one.
s Juan lartinez s son
Fernan r presents him as writing only
decires it is not likely that he as interested in the gay saber. Another decir of his
quoted by his son ( 10ndejar 1. c.) conists of wenty-one stanzas and a finida of
[our v es and is directed against el
mundo desengaiiando al orne.
o. 341
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125 ( Altesadedubdas deformafagrosa")
is the only recorded respuesta to the
pregunta just mentioned. There is no clue
to its authorship.
0.344 /127 ("Rosa de
gran fermosura ) is a song in honour of the
irgin belonging to the class of alegrias or
gozos exemplified for instance in nos. 317
31 503 560 567 56 . It may be by Pero
Gon~lez de
~eda of C6rdoba whose
poems precede it. 0.421 /144, a piece annOlIDcing in the name of the King a decision
in a poetic debate is in the midst of compositions by Juan Alfonso d Baena the
royal scribe, and is ther fore most likely

by him.
ccording to the useful numeration
introduced by Ochoa which makes his
edition convenient for reference, our
Canciollero has 576 compositions. This
estimate is probably based upon a count of
all those stanzas or groups of stanzas which
the editor recognized as constituting distinct compositions with a deduction from
the figure so ob ained of six pieces (f 15 155) which are duplicates of nos. 3-1-356
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(jr30-13r).
ot only did Ochoa deduct
these duplicates of the six interesting
examples of gnomic poetry by G6mez
Perez Patino, a prominent member of the
Valencian school, but he suppressed them
without any consideration for the valuable
variants which they offer to the critical
editor of a text.
or did Michel, who retained the duplicate copies, take them into
account as appears very clearly from the
fact that (ll p. 69) he calls attention to the
absence of v. rr in no. 35r (Jr30) the first
of the six pieces but does not supply this
verse from the duplicate f r 54, where it is
preserved (C on sse onbre que non tema").
In addition to these six pieces there are,
however others existing in duplicate copies
without having been deducted by Ochoa.
o. 20, vOfrr, repeats, as Michel points out
the first four stanzas of no. r5 fro. o. 40
vOJr8 is the same as no. 556 Jr86, though
there ascribed to Gar9i Femandez de
Gerenaj and no. 33r frr8, is identical with
no. 553 fr80. Deducting these three instances of repetition from 576, we obtain
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573 as the total number of compositions.
There are, however still other irregularities to be considered. In the tIadrid edition, the piece "Dizen 10s sabios: Fortuna
es mudab1e", 198, following no. 289, v0f96,
bears the same number 289 instead of 290.
Again, in more than one instance stanzas
or groups of stanzas which constitute compositions distinct in subject or form or in
both, have not been recognized as such, and
have consequently been comprised with
others under the same number instead of
being counted separately. Thus p. 18
(f8), owing to the loss of 16 and 7, we find
under no. 7 a fragment of ten lines and a
new composition marked as such by its
form: "Desque vy vestra co10r" (no. 7a).
P. 22 (fIO-II), no. IS extends through the
first two lines of p. 25 and is followed by a
new piece: "Ay meus ollos, que quisistes '
(no. I5a). P·35 (fI4) no. 31 ends with the
ljinida of P.36, whereupon begins a new
composition with estribillo (3 la) doubtless
also by Villasandino. The verses beginning
"Sa1ga e11eon que estava escogido", which
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in the manuscript are at the head of V~f72
and are followed by no. 23 I (' on fue por
!;ierto mi carrera vana ') are a duplicate of
the first two stanzas and the finida of no.
199 vOf60 a poem in honour of King John
the cond. They are left out in the 1adrid
edition while fichel separated them duly
from the rest though apparently without
being aware that they occur elsewhere in
the collection. P.2S7 (VOf84) no. 251
proper consists of only two stanzas. A
second composition begins with
Por
Deus senora non me matedes (no. 2SIa)
and a third (p. 25' ) with Pero te syrvo syn
arte (no. 251 b). P. 332 VIOS) no. 301
e>..rtends to the end of the first three stanzas
of p. 333 after which ensues a new composition 'Comidiendo non folgue (no.
30Ia), also by Pero Ferrus. P. 392 ( °f123)
no. 340 extends through the first eighteen
lines of p. 398 whereupon begins (jI2S) the
pregu1lta
Los quales usades del arte
gayosa (no. 340a) which was discussed
abo e. P. 444 (fI3) no. 390 extends
through the first three lines of the second
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column of p. 445 whereupon follows the
first octava of a new incomplete piece
'Prin~ipe muy egelente
(no. 390a) by
Baena. Like nos. 37 379 3 9 it contains
an appeal for a royal decision in a poetic
debate. P. 462 (j143) no. 412 is represented
only by its epigraph. Mter this comes another poem he pregunta que fyso Juan
lfonso de Baena (no. 412a). P. 547
(vOfI67) no. 516, evidently incomplete extends through the first five lines of p. 548
whereupon follows a gap caused by the 10 s
of f 16 and a new piece (f 169)
Iaestr
senor sy 10 cobrastes" (no. 516a). P. 552
(fI7o) no. 51 the first of the seven replies to Talavera s subtle question (no. 5 I 7)
is written in the prescribed 'i'erso de arte
mayor from which its author the celebrated
Pero L6pez de yala returns longingly to
his favoured older manner the cuaderna via
of the compo ition entitled 'Estos versos
compuso ani\mbrosyo' (vOf170 no. 518a).
This composition (cf. Rimado de Palacio
c. 1291-1296 129 ) bears no separate number in the fadrid edition.
s regards its
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title, it is well to bear in mind that Pero
L6pez de Ayala translated into Castilian a
s lection from the},.foralia of aint Gregory'l
This version is preserved in a fine fifteenth
century manuscript of the Escorial under
the title Flores de 10rales de Job
(Es orial I . b-ij-7). Latin copies of the
[oralia existing in the Escorial are listed
by R. Beer, Handsclzrijtensc!lcnklmg Philip s
II an den Escorial, p. LIlI, 108 14-15.
s will be se n from the above there are
ten numbers to be added to the 573 previously obtained, making a total of 583.
By the omission of an Ambrosyo from the
index of our editions and the inclusion of
Juan Iartinez de Burgos the number of
authors proves to be fifty-fiye.
It must be admitted that as has frequently been said much of this poetry
shares with medireval lyrics in general the
reproach of artificiality and formalism.
This is a defect which not uncommonly
attaches to occasional and didactic writings but in the present case it may in
large measure be attributed to the stifling
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effect which the slow assimilation of the
ne . literary doctrines coming from Provenc and Italy had upon poetic imagination. If we are to judge fairly of the merits
of the poetic acti"\iity of this period, -e
mu t remember that it loses much of its
appeal hen tak n out of its natural atmosphere and that we mod rns who are
th~ heirs of all the ages are too prone to
dismiss as commonplace ideas which once
possessed all the charm of novelty and
freshness. But, however this may be what
the Callcio1leTo de Baella may lack in
re thetic value is more than outweighed by
other, very import nt, qualities 'hich it
offer 0 the student of literary history.
In its rich and \'aried flow of verse we
have a vivid picture of the higher intellectual and social life of Castile in the decades of transition from the heroic struggle
for existence to the more tranquil and
ordered conditions under the Catholic
King. Like mo t of the collections of its
kind our CallciOl1CrO mingles echoes of the
Galician and other poetic idioms with the
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predominant Castilian thus bearing eloquent testimony to that unity of literary
ideals which was characteristic of panish
society at that time. It is significant that
this ery period has bequeathed to us
among other notable works in the ProJzc11'lio of the l\farquis of antillana the
first critical survey of the artistic lyric of
France Italy and the Peninsula.
It is to the intellectual tmity just mentioned of the three Peninsular nationalities
the Portuguese ith its older but waning
art, the astilian with its igorous national I
tradition and the Catalan with its Gay
cience and the new manner received from
Italy that pain owes the elaboration of
its new lyric style, which in its main
principles still prevails to-day.
From this point of view again, the
Cancionero de Baena deserves much more
attention than has so far been bestowed
upon it.
at only is it the most copious of
all the eh'iant canciolleros of the fifteenth
century containing fi e hundred and
eighty-three compositions by more than

l
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fifty trobadores and dezidores and the most
interesting for its variety of poetic types,
among which those of Italian origin are the
only important ones lacking; but it has the
exceptional merit of serving as a sort of
ars poetica. Both in the body of its verse
and especially in the epigraphs placed by
the compiler before many of the poems, we
are apprized of their technical form and
name the occasion which ga e rise to them,
and sometimes e en of their alue. In
fact by far the greater part of what dir ct
information we have concerning the structure and terminology of the medire al
court poetry of Castile is due to these
epigraphs.
There is every reason therefore, why our
Cancionero in the exact and magnificent
copy which is now to be added to the
treasures of the Hispanic Society should be
made the point of departure for a critical
and comprehensive study of the development of the lyric style of the Peninsula.
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Thi colI ction of v r known a th
ancionero d Ba na, or d Villasandino from it
chi f contributor, wa. compi! d b "th
humbl Johan Alfon d Baena
ribe and
rvant of the mo t high and mo t noble King
of a tile, Don Johan our Lord, with gr at
anxi ty and labour, and with much diligenc
and car and a gr at d ire to gratify and
plea and gladd nand rye hi Royal Highne and v ry gr at Lord hip.' The compilation wa begun a ome time before fay
1 th 144~ \ h n Doiia lari the fir t wif
of John the
ond whom Baena included in
hi d dication, di d and i wa compl ted
hortly b for th d ath of th King on Jul r
21 t, 1454 a it contains a poem (no. 530) in
memory of Ru Diaz de 1endoza, the ro 'al
majordomo who di din 1453.
If a ertain tudent of it hay b liev d,
it i, not a tran cript, but the unique and
id ntical manuscrip presented to John the

aTE
cond it hi tory during five hundred year
can be traced with more emblance of certainty and accuracy than i usual in uch
ca
t the death of the I ing, it probably
went, with other royal po e ions, to his on
Henry the Fourth and from the la t r to hi
. ter L abella la Ca~6lica. This, at lea t, i
the accepted provenance of the codex which
wa li t d in the I nventario of her book ,
pre erved in the Archive at imanca and
publi hed by Clemencin in hi Elogio de la
Reina Cat6lica. The book, kept in the
palace at govia under th cu tody of Rodrigo d Torde illa. were, after her death,
tran ferr d to the Royal hapel at Granada.
Th re a wa noted by ndr a T avagero in
1526. th Y wer kept in a ca e (pi£za) in th
. acri ty. In I -9 I Philip th
cond' ued
an order that the book in thi chap I be remov d to th library of th E oria!. It i
certain that the manuscript her reproduced
i the one d cribed, with . om detail, by
RodIiou z de Ca tro in 17 I a being in the
E orial-and which ha been missing from
there me the beginning of the nineteenth
centur . B fore the French inva ion in I cS,
Ci nfucgo, avarrete, the olumbine cholar,
and Jo e Antonio Conde, at one time cus-
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todian of the library of the E corial, were appointed by the Royal pani h cademy and
the Royal Academy of Hi tory to continue
the collection of panish poetry b gun by
anchez. It is known that this Cancionero
wa one of the manuscript they tudied and
that all w re in onde' keeping. In 1818
Ticknor saw and udied it in the Royal, now
the T ational, Library at Madrid, po ibly
under the guidance of onde himself-at
that time Ticknor' tutor. At ome time
after Conde' death in 1820, Richard Heber
the English collector, acquired it from onde
heir. At the le of the H b r Library in
I 36 i wa bought b the French book eller.
pound
t rling.
Techener, for ixty-thr
He in turn sold it in the ame year for
eight en hundred fran to the Bibliotheque
gain in I 3 ,
ationale, where it now i .
Ticknor saw and tudi d it, thi time in th
.. ational Librar of France where it wa
numb r 1932.
The que tion a to whether it i or is not
the original manu cript can hardl be decided. Th Madrid editor a umed that our
manuscript might not be the one intended for
he King b eau it lack ome folio, and
one folio i cut.
uch defect prove ver

aTE
little, pecially in view of the many hand
through which the manu cript ha pa
What might be regarded a more eriou
argument are the absence of a contemporary
numeration of the folio (in Roman figure ),
the incomplete li of author and the lack of
indication of the folio in the li t, and the
consid rable number of blank folio or part
of folio.
The codex con ist of 202 folio , numbered
in a later hand. It i. written in I' d and black
in double columns, on paper, with illuminated
initial. A noted, veralleave are wanting,
and one is mutilated. The Cancionero i
concluded on v°f[I9I] and i follow d by a
Carta and the Prol'erbio of the farquis of
antillana on different paper and in a later
handwriting. The e are not includ d in the
printed edition. 'Vh n, or if, it wa in the
library of Queen I abella it wa bound in
black leather. It i now bound in green
morocco, by Lewis, an Engli h binder. The
fac imile reproduction mea ure 42 x 29.2 cm.
(leaf) or 37.7 x 25.3 cm. ( f . pag ).
In I 50 the French governm nt through
the offic of the Marqui of Pidal
nt th
Cancionero to Madrid for the use of th
cholar who were then working on a manu-
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cript cop made at Pari b Ochoa. (It
may be of intere. t to remark here that Tick·
nor in I 46 mention d a manu ript copy
which Gayango evidently had considerec
purcha ing for him).
The fir t printed edition appeared at Iadrid in I 5 I, prepared by Ochoa, Duran
Ga) ango , and other , at the expen e of thE
larqui of Pidal who wrote the introduction.
In I 60, Franci que li hel published at
Leipzig an edition on which he had Ion
worked and long held in proof heet, but
which, from force of circumstance he ha
b n unable to finish earlier. Althoug
C jador y Frauca and 1enendez y Pelayo.
~mong other historian of panish literature.
have worked and publi hed ince that tim
few contribution have been made to thE
udie complet d nearly ev nty year ago,
b Ochoa and Iichel.

REFERE

E

REFERE CES
ANTo 10, icola. Bibliotheca hispana vetus.
Romae, X typographia Antonii de Rubei ,
1698. v. 2, p. 251-252, note 2.
RODRfGUEZ

espanola.
346 .

R.

CA TRO, Jo e.
Biblioteca
Madrid, 1781-86. v. 1 p. 265-

DE

CADEMIA DE LA HI TORIA,
1 adrid.
Memoria.
adrid,1. ancha, 1821. v.6,
p. 458, no. 134 and note.
Thi volume contain
lemendn s
Elogio de la Reina Cat6lica which was
al 0 publi hed eparately.

'cm Diego. Elogio de la reina
cat6lica Dona I sabel. 1adrid, 1. ancha,
1821.
Contain the I nventario of her book .

LE lE

Richard.
Bibliotheca H eberiana.
(London, 1 34-37]. part 11, p. 9 8- 100.

HEBER,

Rio., Jo e. E tudios hi l6rico ,polltico y literarios obre Los Jud~o

A1IADOR DE LO

10

3°

de E pana. Madrid,
1848 . p. 4°8-4 19.
-

ERO
. Diaz y comp.,

Historia cr7iica de la literatura espanola.
adrid 1861-65· v. 5, p. 280-340.

P

I B
Q E.
dolphe Loui de. Histoire
comparee d litteratur e pagnole et franfaise. Pari, I 43. v. I p. 393-397.

o

HOA Y Ro A,
ugenio de. Cat&ogo
razonado de los manu crito e panole exitentes en la Biblioteca real de Paris.
Pari, 1844. v. I, p. 281-286.

TH'KYOR, Gorge.
Hi tOTY of
panish
literature. 4th American ed. Bo ton and
_ ew York, [cl 91]. v. I 3 and note.

-

Hi toria de la lit ratura e panola .
tT. al ca tellano, con adicion
y notas
cr1lica por D. Pa cual de Gayango .
y D. Enrique de Vedia. Madrid, 1851-56.
v. I, p. 417, 459-460 and note.

-

Inedited 1 tter in the Library of Th
Hi panic ociet of Am rica.
The 1 tter are dated: December
24th I 44; larch 23rd, I 46; January 27th, I 4 ; June 19th, I 49;
pril30th, 1850; ugust 19th, I 50;
pril 6th 1852.
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CE

Juan Alfonso. El cancionero de Juan
Alfonso de Baena( iglo XV). Ahora por primera vez dado a luz, con notas y comentario .
adrid, M. Rivadeneyra, 1851, with two
fac imile , in colour.
Content .-Pr610go
Ochoa.-De la poe la ca tellana en 10
iglo
I
y
[by] P. J. Pidal.ota [by Duran, Ochoa, Gayango , and
other J.-Glosario.-Indice alfabetico por
el primer ver 0 de las compo icione de
e te cancionero.-Indice alfabe ico de 10
autore cuya compo icione forman el
Cancionero de Baena.

BAE A,

-

El cancionero de Juan Alfon 0 de Baena.
Publicado por Francisque Michel. Con la
notas y Los indices de la edicion de Madrid
del anD 1851. Leipzig, F. . Brockhau,
1860. 2 v.
Ferdinand.
tudien zur ge chichte der
spanischen und portugie i chen nationallitteratur. Berlin, 1859. p. 187-212 and
254- 256 .
OLF

-

in Ticknor, George.
Geschichte der
chonen literatur in panien.
. hr g. von
ikolaus Heinrich Julius. II upplement-Band. Leipzig, 1867. p. 44 fr.
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• AlGRE Tbeodor Jo ph Boud t comte
d. La cour litterair d Don Juan 1I, roi
de a till. Pari
. Franck 1 73. v. 1
p. 3 , 9 2- 1 35, 192- 197.
T

1 almar.
liIeraria.
1900.

'Etud ur le ancionero de Ba na
p. [I 7]-313.
Antoladrid
R
,Julio. Hi toria d la
I ngua y lit ratura ca t llana.
ladrid
1915-20. v. 1 p. 267-33°.

EJADOR Y

1

AFI

zur
p.

. 393 - 6

Baena.

REFER

E

an ion 'ro Gall gow
York 19'-'2.
nt i
fift '-on
mp iti n,'
the ancionero d Ba na r ored t
th .ali ian idiom. To th li
p ill h
mlcion ro th r gi n
(p. 271-276) ar t 1 add d th detailed d cription of '2 by
Witt t in in R lILC hi panique.
1907. v . ..L' I, p. 295-333 and of th
ancionero de la Colombina at villa
y H. R. Lang in th Tran action oJ
Ih Connecticllt Acad my of Art and
ci ne . 19C9.
. ... , p. 7-1
-

The ca,afaton or gazaJaton in th RhymDicl.ionary of P ro Gllill n de egovia in
ReVIle h' paniqlle. 1907. v. rIp. I-I .

-

The Rhym -artifiee dohle and rnanzobre
in Revue hi panique. 1907. V . .L I, p.
12-15; and in Zeit ehriJt fur romani ehe
Philologie. 19C. v. r .... r..J. II, p. 139-142
and 1912. v.
r r
J p. 607-61 I.

-

Th
pan' h e tribote
trambot and
lat d po tie form in Romania. 191 -19.
V • rL' p. 397-421.
nt in critical ditio of no . 19 I
196 219 andofth d [eeha no .2 51,
203 560 of he Cancionero de Ba na.
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